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ABSTRACT

Creativity is an important part that cannot be separated from education. Creativity in the work can be used as the basis of one's success especially for the children of Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal. Therefore increased creativity needs to be given early on. The skills and creativity of the participants need to be grown, improved and built, need to be motivated to train themselves, therefore the right method is needed. The method used in encouraging children's creativity is training. In addition to training and growing skills, training methods also require children. Skill training to foster creativity requires quite serious work but needs to be relaxed and considered entertainment or intercession to dampen daily saturation. The problem is to increase creativity, skills and to increase knowledge wawasan for children aged 7-10 who are in Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal. In this case as well as providing design knowledge so that it can process paper into a learning medium. To answer the problems that have been seen by observing the Sanggar, given the training of Paper Recycling Arts Skills as a Learning Medium to Create Creativity for Children in SMH Justice Sanggar Medan Sunggal.
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INTRODUCTION

Every child has the same right to live, grow to the maximum according to their potential. Layeredly initiated from families and relatives, local communities, local governments to central government, and the international community is obliged to respect, protect and seek fulfillment of the rights of the child. It is only if each layer of the stakeholder can be properly tasked and able to carry out their obligations and responsibilities, then children will be able to have a quality life that allows to grow optimally according to its potential.

This training is in place for children who are in Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal, which is for those aged about 10-12 years. In addition to getting a formal education that is carried out daily in the learning process, children need the formation of creativity in order to balance the ability of the left brain and the right brain. Ages 10-12 are the right age in shaping constructive play and creativity and physical skills. The period of learning in children in the form of the formation of positive attitudes and developing logical thinking that is limited to concrete objects, then it is appropriate that knowledge and skills outside of daily formal materials are given to elementary school age students with the intention of improving their creative abilities. At this stage, children have the ability to create something new. This development is heavily influenced by the environment, especially the learning environment.

In realizing the work of used paper processing, participants need to be given motivation to improve skills and creativity
and broader knowledge about its benefits. Although skill training requires quite serious work but can be done by playing for children, and needs to be relaxed and considered entertainment or intercession to reduce daily saturation in order to be the type spirit of participants to complete the upcoming learning process.

**METHOD**

The approach methods used in the implementation of community service are lectures, question and answer and paper recycling training practices. The lecture material was presented to participants followed by qa and brought a disused paper (Newspaper or cartons) to conduct the training activities. The material that will be displayed before doing paper recycling training is related to skills that can be used as media during the learning process. Delivered by Rita Nofianti, S.Pd., M.Pd. The procedure of work carried out in this community service is as follows: Conducting field observation to Justice Sanggar SMH Medan Sunggal and trainees will be given lectures and tools and materials to conduct the training activities. Very supportive participation in providing information containers, a very helpful time for the needs of children in Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal. The implementation of the service program held on October 14, 2018 took place at Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal. The results achieved in this activity training to increase understanding for children in the conception of learning media from recycled paper, and to increase children's creativity in skills and add insights or activities of positive value to children their age.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**Result**

The results of this skills training activity Delivering children Justice Workshops can increase understanding for children in the conception of learning media from recycled paper, and to increase children's creativity in skills as well as add insight or activities of positive value to children their age.

In principle this activity is lancer and successful. This was characterized by enthusiasm, the spirit of the participants, especially the children of Justice Workshops, who were present to attend the training. They are very excited and have a high curiosity. The difficulties encountered in this activity are not very much, but only concern the basic abilities of participants who have never known how to recycle paper. In general the results of training activities are very good, although some are lacking. It is very natural considering this activity is only the first time for them. Participants are quite satisfied, with the results of the training they have taken.

**DISCUSSION**

Training activities of paper recycling art skills as a learning medium as well as to create creativity for children in Justice workshops SMH Medan Sunggal, held inside Justice Workshops SMH on Sunday, October 14, 2018 starting from 10.00 – 14.30 WIB. Justice Workshops SMH is one of the media helpers studying children of primary and junior high school (elementary and junior high school) in Abadi street. The establishment of the Justice Workshops SMH is the result of cooperation from several parties, among others, the village government and law students active in the organization. The following are the results of Justice workshops SMH Medan Sunggal activities:

- The establishment of the justice service is a media helper learning in Abadi Street Medan Sunggal, because with this sanggar is able to help students both elementary and junior high school in improving learning ability both verbally and non verbally.
- The establishment of awareness of the world of education, youth and young law students, both alumni and those who are still in college. The form of this awareness is the active participation of several young
men and law students to act as cadres in the Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal.

One of the objectives of this court of justice is the improvement of the ability of the protégé. That learning not only provides subject matter to the protégé, but also motivates the protégé to want and dare to issue opinions in public. As well as providing positive value activities for children their age. By motivating students to be given the confidence to dare to answer every question or question, and students are able to work in the future given without having to feel afraid of mis-answering or fearing wrongdoing in a work of positive value.

In this case, learning media is one of the means of learning that serves to achieve a goal. Learning media means a means that helps the learning process so that educational objectives can succeed well. Learning media is everything that is supported in the implementation of learning. Learning media is used in the context of educative interaction between educators and citizens studying inside and outside the study room, even from distant places so it functions as an intermediary or medium and serves as a tool or way related to teaching methods. Some of the learning media benefits that are very influential to increase the interest and creativity of children's learning are:

1. Overcome the various limitations of the experience that the citizens have learned.
2. Enabling direct interaction between study residents and learning environment.
3. Provides the possibility of uniformity of observation focus.
4. Member of the correct basic concept, concrete and realistic.
5. Generate new desires and interests.
6. Generate motivation that stimulates citizens to learn to learn.
7. Provides an integral experience and something concrete right down to the abstract.

Then to the children of justice workshops SMH Medan Sunggal one of the things emphasized in the students is their courage to try to answer and work on questions and work and imagination in public, so that they not only have the ability in writing but also the ability in verba, oral and practice. So one of the results of this activity is to increase the creativity of children of SMH justice in learning activities.

In the course of justice children are trained to be able to learn and work in groups. Through the practice of skills activities based on secondhand goods (newspapers and cartons) that must be done in groups and then accompanied by teaching tutors. And this is where they also learn to work together, be patient and each issue imaginings in a group that has been formed before. Thus working in groups also train them in improving communication and interaction with peers in their respective groups that have been determined before. The objectives and objectives that want to be achieved in The Training of Paper Recycling Arts Skills as a Learning Medium to Create Creativity for Children in Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal are:

1. The purpose of this activity is to teach the children of justice workshops SMH Medan Sunggal to increase creativity and add insight into the learning process and add positive activities.
2. The purpose of this activity, so that children of justice workshops SMH Medan Sunggal can become skilled as one of the art capabilities besides being denied can be used for themselves as well as for businesses that can make money if already proficient.
3. The target of this activity is children, especially those in Justice Workshops Medan Sunggal.

Here are some ways to use paper/kerdus as a simple learning medium: making book covers, making envelopes, making frames, making pencil baskets, making wall clocks, making versatile boxes and assorted containers. As for the tools and
materials used during the process of making training Skills art recycling paper as a learning medium to improve the creativity of children SMH Justice Workshops Medan Sunggal are: rulers, carter knives, pencils, markers, used newspapers, kerdus, origami paper of various colors, plastic glass (as simple glass), glue shoot, paper glue, super glue and scissors

CONCLUSION
Some of the conclusions that can be seen from the children of Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal are:

1. The whole children of sanggar already have their own expertise and very high creativity in processing secondhand goods which is basically paper (Newspaper or cartons), even if it is sold has a high value.

2. Their insights (Justice Workshops SMH) already have increased changes after following the extension of skills whose basic material is scrap paper.

3. Creating kreatifits can be developed through learning experience together, then letting children engage in role playing while creating creative that is of positive value, generating new and innovative ideas, for the development stage of children in Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal.

4. Through the art of paper recycling (Newspaper and cartons) can give a real influence for children in improving the creativity of children of Justice Workshops SMH Medan Sunggal.

5. Through this paper recycled art material, children can also make media. Especially the media for fun learning giat with the aim to increase the creativity of children of Justice Workshops SMH Medan.
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